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While out walking in the woods, Cecilia, Leo, Une and Une’s dog Egon find an
intriguing old wooden chest lodged under the lowest branches of a fir tree. But before
they can open it, a group of men dressed all in black comes and snatches the chest right
from under their noses. The word Riverton written on top of its lid is their only clue as
to who exactly the men are, and what might be inside of the chest.

A heavy snowfall hinders Cecilia, Leo, Une and Egon’s investigation. Winter looks to
have come to stay in Schooner Cove, but so has a whole bunch of suspicious guests at
the guesthouse The Pearl.

The Riverton Mystery treats the reader to a thrilling hunt for the truth in a deceptively
innocent-looking snowy white landscape. The seventh installment in the CLUE series,
the novel highlights the philosopher René Descartes’ thoughts and his famous “Cogito,
ergo sum: I think, therefore I am.”

The CLUE series’ name comes from the first letter in each protagonist’s name: Cecilia,
Leo, Une, and Une’s dog Egon. In each of the series’ books a new mystery and a new
ethical question is introduced along with the thoughts of one of the world’s most well-
known philosophers. The CLUE books are best selling crime fiction for younger
readers aged 9-12.

Jørn Lier Horst

Jørn Lier Horst (b. 1970) has with his award-winning
novels about William Wisting joined the elite of Nordic
crime fiction writers. Having worked as a head of
investigations before becoming a full-time author, Horst
brings a unique brand of suspense and realism to the table.
Besides his novels for grown readers, Horst has gained
recognition for his unparalleled ability to thrill also young
readers with charming mysteries. His standing as the
Norwegian king of crime fiction for all ages was cemented
when he created the Detective Agency No. 2 and CLUE series, both the most popular
children’s book series in their respective age categories.
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